
         STIPENDIARY STEWARD’S REPORT     

 

MEETING DETAILS: 
Club:      Hawke’s Bay Racing Incorporated    Date: 30.6.12  
Weather:  Fine    
Track:      Dead 4   
Rail:           Out 7m 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chairman) R Neal,  B Bateup 
Typist:       L Goodwin 
 

 

 

 

 

GENERAL: All comments pertaining to the meeting – e g riders not attending, delays and all other issues. 

Monday 11th June, 2012 Hawkes Bay Racing Inc  
THOMSENS SUITS 1600  
Stewards questioned D Bradley in respect to DOWN PLAY not being fully ridden out over 
the concluding stages. D Bradley advised that after being denied clear running near the 
200m the gelding had to then shift ground outward to improve. 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: Riviera Star, Dancing Diamond, Morpheus, Belleek, Batatius, Volkswagin,  
  Penstar, Le Moussier, Toma Valea, Katie Jay 
Suspensions: R1 -R Eynon-  [Rule 638(1)(d)] - Careless riding- Suspended  from close of         
 racing Wednesday 4th  July to close of racing July 13th July, 2012 (3 days) 
                             R3 –R Cully-  [Rule 638(1)(d)] - Careless riding- Suspended  from the close  
                             of racing July 4th to close of racing 13th July , 2012 (3 days)    
Fines:  R3 – R Cully – Rule 638(2)- Celebratory gesture -fined $150   
Warnings: R4 – M Dravitzki [Rule 638(1)(d)] – Shifting ground after start.   
               R 8 – A Forbes [Rule 638(1)(d)] – Shifting ground after start 
Horse Actions: R7 - Miss Darley – vet clearance required 
  R9 - Whoopi Gee- racing manners 
Bleeders: Just Jingles, Purple Haze  
Medical Certificates:  
Rider Changes:    

 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 
Race 1 ANPROFLEX MAIDEN HURDLES 

REYNARDS BRO and CONQUISTADOR were slow over the early stages. JUST JINGLES 
blundered after jumping the first fence. RIVIERA STAR shifted in after jumping the first 
fence when racing fiercely tightening NO QUOTO and GOLD MIST. R Eynon the rider of 
RIVIERA STAR admitted a breach of Rule 638 (1) (d) in that he allowed his mount to shift in 
near the winning post on the first round when not clear of MISTER DEEJAY which was 
dictated inwards into the line of JUST JINGLES which was checked. After deliberations the 



Judicial Committee suspended R Eynon’s licence to ride in races from the close of racing on 
4th July up to and including 13th July, 2012. Also tightened in this incident was GOLDEN 
CROWNS. MISTER DEEJAY lost ground at the fence near the 1100m. GOLD MIST blundered 
after jumping the fence near the 600m and when being straightened, shifted out 
hampering REYNARDS BRO and CONQUISTADOR. GOLDEN CROWNS hit the last fence when 
in restricted room. JUST JINGLES returned to the enclosure with blood present in the nasal 
area. A subsequent veterinary examination revealed the mare to have bled with 
connections being advised that JUST JINGLES would now be subject to the mandatory 3 
months stand down from racing. 

Race 2 LAND ROVER HB HUNT HURDLES 

The rider of RUM ‘N’ ICE (K Veenendaal) dropped her whip after jumping the first fence. 
ATOMIC ROAD jumped the second fence awkwardly. AYATOLLAH over-raced in the early 
and middle stages. ATOMIC ROAD struck the last fence and blundered. When questioned 
into the run of THUNDERMORE, which finished back, rider J Rathbone said the gelding 
jumped reasonably until putting in an awkward jump near the 1000m when in restricted 
room and in her opinion the gelding appeared to lose interest despite her urgings. 
Stewards ordered a veterinary inspection which failed to reveal any abnormalities. 

Race 3 TE WHANGAI ROMNEYS HAWKE’S BAY HURDLES 

HONEY was slow to begin. BALLY HEIGHTS was held up rounding the turn and near the 
300m was taken wider to obtain clear running. MORPHEUS lay in after jumping the second 
last and dictated BANNA STRAND for a short distance. R Cully the rider of MORPHEUS 
admitted a breach of Rule 638 (1) (d) after he allowed his mount to shift in approaching the 
800m on the first round when not clear of BALLY HEIGHTS which was checked. After 
deliberations the Judicial Committee suspended R Cully’s licence to ride in races from the 
close of racing on Wednesday 4th July up to and including racing on Friday 13th July, 2012.   

Race 4 STELLA ARTOIS MAIDEN 1400 

BELLEEK and PURPLE HAZE were slow away. GINGERBREAD MAN raced keenly in the early 
stages. Apprentice M Dravitzki the rider of PINOCCHIO BOY was issued with a warning 
under Rule 638(1)(d) after she permitted her mount to shift in near the 1200m when not 
clear of SHE’S INSATIABLE and BEAUTIFUL BEAST which were both hampered for a short 
distance.  SHE’S INSATIABLE disappointed after failing to run on as expected.  Rider A 
Forbes was of the opinion that the filly would be better suited to a more rain affected 
track. A subsequent veterinary examination of SHE’S INSATIABLE revealed no 
abnormalities. BEAUTIFUL BEAST shifted in under pressure near the 200m tightening 
BELLECK and SLIPPERY MISTAKE. PURPLE HAZE returned to the enclosure with blood 
present in a nostril. A subsequent veterinary examination revealed the gelding to have 
bled, with connections being advised that PURPLE HAZE would now be subject to the 
mandatory 3 months stand down from racing. 

Race 5 JUST A SWAGGER HB HUNT STEEPLCHASE 

HAPPY GO LUCKY fell after jumping the second fence dislodging rider S Phelan who was 
uninjured. BATATIUS landed awkwardly after jumping the fence near the winning post with 
a lap to run resulting in the rider R Eynon being unbalanced for a short distance.  

Race 6 LIVAMOL HAWKE’S BAT STEEPLECHASE 

BETTER ON TOP lost ground after hitting the fence near the 1200m on the last round. 

Race 7 STEAD CONSTRUCTION STAYERS 

JOKRAAR was slow away. I GOTTA FEELING was trapped wide throughout. DOUBLE O 
SEVEN raced keenly over the early stages. L Allpress the rider of CHENNAI reported that the 
mare struck itself during the running resulting in a minor laceration. A post-race veterinary 
examination of MISS DARLEY revealed the mare to be lame in the left foreleg.  Connections 
were advised that a clearance would be required prior to MISS DARLEY next racing. 

Race 8 TARADALE CLUB OPEN SPRINT 



STARGURU blundered badly at the start and nearly unseating the rider. Apprentice jockey A 
Forbes the rider of MAJOR RIO was issued with a warning after he angled his mount 
inwards shortly after the start tightening GOLDEN GLOBE which then commenced to over-
race. STARGURU (D Walsh) was held up in the home straight and went to the line untested. 
When questioned D Walsh was of the opinion that something may have been amiss with 
the mare. A post-race veterinary inspection of STARGURU failed to reveal any abnormality. 
Trainer P Campbell undertook to report the mare’s progress over coming days.  YELRACM 
has continually hampered by the wayward GOLDEN GLOBE over the early stages and was 
forced wider between the 800m and 400m. TOMA VALEA shifted in under pressure near 
the 200m and bumped with SHAHBAB. When questioned into the run of GOLDEN GLOBE 
rider S Collett stated the addition of pacifiers and blinkers had proved detrimental to the 
gelding on this occasion, as it had been inclined to race fiercely proving difficult to control. 
S Collett further stated that she would be recommending the removal of both blinkers and 
pacifiers.  
LATIKA raced in restricted room in the home straight.  

Race 9 WAIROA WANDERERS 1400 

THE GREAT WHITE began awkwardly and lost ground. MARY ASTOR was tightened after the 
start when runners either side shifted ground. CENTAROSE had to be steadied off heels for 
some distance in the back straight when racing keenly and in doing so went back onto 
CAPRICIOUS and AWAHURI who were both hampered. WHOOPI GEE hung outwards badly 
throughout and compounded quickly near the home turn when in front which badly 
hampered CENTAROSE and THE GREAT WHITE which both had to take evasive action. Also 
affected in this incident was CAPRICIOUS. Trainer M Todd was advised a warning has been 
place against WHOOPI GEE’s racing manners. CAPRICIOUS was held up for a short distance 
in the home straight. 

 


